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Abstract
Short-term power flow analysis has a significant influence on day-ahead generation schedule. This paper proposes a time series model and prediction error distribution model of wind power output. With the consideration of wind
speed and wind power output forecast error’s correlation, the probabilistic
distributions of transmission line flows during tomorrow’s 96 time intervals
are obtained using cumulants combined Gram-Charlier expansion method.
The probability density function and cumulative distribution function of
transmission lines on each time interval could provide scheduling planners
with more accurate and comprehensive information. Simulation in IEEE
39-bus system demonstrates effectiveness of the proposed model and algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Recently, with the increase of wind power portion in power generation in China,
how to conduct effective power flow analysis of power system including wind
farm is always the focus of researchers. Day-ahead wind power prediction and
probabilistic power flow analysis is valuable to guarantee the reliability and
economy of short-term dispatch plan.
However, nowadays, for short-term dispatch plan including wind power, only
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a predicting time sequence is provided to operators which is not accurate
enough for a reliable generation schedule. Most literature these days is focusing
on wind power generation prediction, wind power prediction error, probabilistic
power flow analysis based on long-term wind power models. And most literature
relating to Gram-Charlier expansion is using this method with the Weibull distribution to analyze long-term probabilistic load flow, however, Weibull distribution’s frequency spectrum is dispersed which makes it inappropriate to analyze short-term flow analysis.
Towards these problems, this paper puts forward a method for analyzing the
probabilistic load flow on each time interval of day-ahead generation schedule
based on prediction error distribution and Gram-Charlier expansion method.
Combined with day-ahead wind speed prediction model and wind power prediction error’s distribution which considering its correlation, this method provides more data and information support for a more advanced economic dispatch.

2. Methodology
2.1. Overall Model
This method starts from establishing a single wind farm’s wind speed forecasting
time series by day-ahead wind speed anticipation methods such as density forecast and regression analysis etc. In this thesis, ARMA combined time shift technique will be used to generate a simulated forecasting time series applying in
example. More sophisticated wind speed anticipation method should be used in
practical application. This step provides an expected value for following cumulants calculation and series expansion.
In fact, errors exist in wind speed and wind power output anticipation methods these days always. Using statistics methods, we can establish forecasting
errors’ probabilistic distribution models. This thesis adopts Beta distribution to
fit forecasting errors’ frequency distribution histogram. By establishing the
model of wind power predicting errors’ correlation complete the whole simulated scene. This thesis quantitative analyze the correlation of forecasting errors
and qualitative analyze the correlation between forecasting wind power and
wind power predicting errors. Meanwhile, by using covariance matrix transformation method to decouple correlated distributions solves the problem of only
independent random variables can be used in DC probabilistic load flow calculation by series expansion method.
At last, obtaining each wind power predicting fluctuation’s independent
probabilistic distribution, by using Gram-Charlier expansion combined cumulants to calculate each power line’s probabilistic load flow’s distribution. Applying this method is both convenient and efficient in analyzing day-ahead probabilistic flow distribution. Figure 1 is the illustrative diagram of this article.

2.2. ARMA Model & Time Shifting Technic
This thesis uses auto-regressive and moving average (ARMA) model combining
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Figure 1. Illustrative diagram of day-ahead power flow
analysis considering wind power output forecast error
distribution.

time shifting technique to generate a time series considering wind speed’s spatial
correlation. Though ARMA model and time shifting technique can effectively
predict wind speed and consider multiple wind farm’s correlation, then use the
wind turbine output model to acquire multiple wind power predicting model.
ARMA model is widely applied in establishing wind speed and wind speed
prediction time series. The classic ARMA model can be described as the following equation:

=
st

n

n

∑ ϕi st −i + α t − ∑ θ jα t − j

=i 1 =j 1

(1)

where st is the time series value at time t, φi and θj are the auto-regressive and
moving average parameters of the model, respectively. αt is a normal white noise
process with zero mean and a variance of σ2 as a normal independent distribution.
The hourly simulated wind speed SWt at time t is obtained from the mean
speed, its standard deviation and the time series st:
SW=
t

µt + σ t st

(2)

Thus, a single wind farm’s day-ahead prediction wind speed time series is
generated.
Then, by using the time shifting technique we can produce multiple wind
farms’ wind speed prediction time series with certain correlation value. Assume
that the new wind speed time series designated as s 't is to be produced from
the original simulated series st with a certain correlation coefficient R . Let
=
t K + t0 , K is the integral part and t0 is the fractional part of time shifting
value t . The wind speed s 't can be given by:
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= (1 − t0 ) × si + t0 × si +1

(3)

If each item’s subscript value exceeds n, then replaces the value by its original
value minus a n.
After obtaining multiple wind farm’s wind speed time series, through the
wind turbine output model we can get multiple wind power prediction time series model.

2.3. Wind Power Prediction Error’s Distribution Model
This thesis uses non-standard Beta distribution to fit wind turbine output forecasting errors’ distribution. This kind of probabilistic distribution shows a good
reliability in wind turbine output intervals forecasting errors fit.
Non-standard Beta distribution’s probabilistic density equation can be described as

x − a γ −1 b − x η −1
1

a≤ x≤b
(
) (
)

b−a
f ( x, γ ,η , a, b) =  (b − a ) β (γ ,η ) b − a

other
0


(4)

where a and b is the bound of value x . γ and η is shape parameter, defined
as


( µ x − a ) 2 (b − µ x ) − σ x2 ( µ x − a )
=
γ

σ x2 (b − a)


2
2
η = ( µ x − a )(b − µ x ) − σ x (b − µ x )

σ x2 (b − a)


(5)

where µ x and σ x is the mean and standard deviation, respectively. Then, divide wind turbine output into several intervals

2.4. Forecasting Errors Correlation Analysis
There exists a correlation among multiple wind turbine output forecasting errors.
With analysis of actual wind farm’s historical wind turbine output’s forecasting
errors’ time series we can calculate the correlation coefficient. There are several
characteristics of forecasting errors correlation.
1) The cross-correlation value of multiple wind can be calculated with two
wind farms’ wind speed time series.
2) The correlation coefficient is influenced by the distance of wind farms,
wind speed and wind direction. The nearer of wind farms, the higher of wind
speed and the more similar of wind direction, the higher the forecasting error’s
correlation coefficient among wind farms.
3) The lower of wind speed, the higher of the auto-correlation coefficient but
the lower of the cross correlation coefficient.
4) There exists a positive correlation between wind turbine output’s predicting
time series and its forecasting error.
Based on these characteristics, the model of wind turbine output forecasting
error is established as following:
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1) When the predicting wind speed less than 10 m/s, consider the forecasting
error distributions in this range are irrelevant.
2) When the predicting wind speed more than 10 m/s, consider the forecasting error distributions in this range as a moderate correlation.
3) Since there is little specific data about forecasting error’s correlation between different wind turbine output intervals, consider distribution in different
output intervals as irrelevant.
Then, we use covariance matrix transformation method to decouple distribution with correlation. The essence is to use the original forecasting error’s covariance matrix’s eigenvalue replaces as the new distribution’s deviation, also as
the second order cumulant.

2.5. DC PLF Equation and Gram-Charlier Expansion
The equation of DC probabilistic load flow (PLF) is
Pline

= TZP = HP

(6)

where H is the flow sensitivity matrix. Each element represents as when add 1
MW at bus

j

then line

ik

’s value. Matrix H is defined as
H ( ik ) j

If bus

j

is the slack bus, then

=

Z ij − Z kj
X ik

(7)

=0.

H ( ik ) j

If a probabilistic distribution’s cumulants has been acquired, its distribution
equation can be calculated with Gram-Charlier expansion as

ci (i ) x − µ
Φ (
)
σ
i =0 i !
x−µ
1 ∞ c
f ( x) = ∑ i ϕ (i ) (
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σ i =0 i !
σ
∞

F ( x) = ∑

(8)

where ci is parameters.
Use the additivity and DC PLF equation, we can calculate the cumulants of
each line as
υ

υ

γ=
hi1γ υ + hi 2γ υ
υ
(1)

(2)

+  + hinυ γ υ( n )

(9)

Then, each line’s probabilistic density function and cumulative distribution
function can be calculated by Gram-Charlier expansion.

3. Case Study
This thesis uses an improved IEEE 39-bus system to simulate as a case. This system has 39 buses and 46 power lines. Based on the original model, assume that
bus 32, 33, 34 are wind turbine output buses with a cut-in wind speed of 4 m/s, a
rated wind speed of 12 m/s and a cut-out wind speed of 20 m/s. With the model
from this thesis, we can calculate out each power line flow’s probabilistic density
function and cumulative distribution function of tomorrow’s 96 time intervals. In
this case, set the forecasting error’s correlation coefficient as
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1.0 0.5 0.6 
R = 0.5 1.0 0.4 
0.6 0.5 1.0 

(10)

and use covariance matrix transformation method to correct the original cumulants values of these three wind turbine output buses.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 is line 5 - 6 flow’s probabilistic density function and
cumulative distribution function curves. And if the flow limit of line 5 - 6 is 1.2
per unit value, Figure 4 is its load flow limit violation probability graph.

Figure 2. Probabilistic density curves of load flow on line 5 - 6 for tomorrow’s 96 time intervals.

Figure 3. Cumulative distribution curves of load flow on line 5 - 6 for tomorrow’s 96 time intervals.
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Figure 4. Load flow limit violation probability on line 5 - 6 for tomorrow’s 96 time intervals.

4. Conclusion
This article puts forward a method based on prediction error’s distribution and
Gram-Charlier expansion to analyze every time intervals of tomorrow combining day-ahead wind speed prediction model and wind power prediction error’s
distribution considering its correlation. Based on every time interval’s probabilistic density function and cumulative distribution function, load flow information with time series feature can be effectively acquired.
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